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Themorphogenesis of zebrafish posterior lateral line (PLL) is a good predictive
model largely used in biology to study cell coordinated reorganization and
collective migration regulating pathologies and human embryonic processes.
PLL development involves the formation of a placode formed by epithelial
cells with mesenchymal characteristics which migrates within the animal
myoseptum while cyclically assembling and depositing rosette-like clusters
(progenitors of neuromast structures). The overall process mainly relies on
the activity of specific diffusive chemicals, which trigger collective directional
migration and patterning. Cell proliferation and cascade of phenotypic
transitions play a fundamental role as well. The investigation on the mechan-
isms regulating such a complexmorphogenesis has become a research topic, in
the last decades, also for the mathematical community. In this respect, we pre-
sent a multiscale hybrid model integrating a discrete approach for the cellular
level and a continuous description for the molecular scale. The resulting
numerical simulations are then able to reproduce both the evolution of wild-
type (i.e. normal) embryos and the pathological behaviour resulting form
experimental manipulations involving laser ablation. A qualitative analysis
of the dependence of these model outcomes from cell-cell mutual interactions,
cell chemical sensitivity and internalization rates is included. The aim is first to
validate the model, as well as the estimated parameter values, and then to
predict what happens in situations not tested yet experimentally.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Multi-scale analysis and modelling
of collective migration in biological systems’.
1. Introduction
The lateral line is a sensory system present in fishes and amphibians which,
detecting water displacements, is involved in fundamental activities such as
prey and predator detection, obstacle avoidance, collective swimming and court-
ship [1,2]. It consists of a set of mechanosensory organs, named neuromasts,
arranged in a species-specific pattern over the surface of the body, connected
to the brain by a network of afferent neurons [1]. In particular, the posterior lateral
line (PLL) is the portion located over the trunk and tail of the animal [1].

In the last decades, the development of PLL in zebrafish embryos has been
widely employed as a good predictive model to shed light on the main
biophysical mechanisms at the basis of the collective and coordinated cell organi-
zation and migration characterizing both physiological (e.g. organogenesis
or wound healing) and pathological situations (e.g. tumour growth or the Duch-
ennemuscolar dystrophy), see [3–6] and references therein. In particular, the large
experimental use of this highly fecund small tropical fish is mainly owing to the
fact that (i) it has almost 70% of human genes, (ii) its embryos are transparent and
(iii) rapidly develop outside its body (in about 24–48 h after fertilization).

The embryonic development of the zebrafish PLL begins around 19 h post egg
fertilization (hpf) with the formation of a small placode of about 100 epithelial
cells (with mesenchymal characteristics), named primordium (PLLp), located in
the horizontal myoseptum just caudal to the otic vesicle, see figure 1a [2,7].
Then different phases can be identified. Over the next 24–30 h, the primordium
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Figure 1. Sketches of posterior lateral line (PLL) appearance at the beginning (a) and the end (b) of zebrafish embryonic growth. (a) Zebrafish PLL arises around
19 h post egg fertilization (hpf ) as an epithelial placode (orange ellipse), said primordium, located in the horizontal myoseptum (blue line) just caudal to the otic
vesicle (yellow circle). (b) Typical pattern of proto-neuromasts (red dots), named L1-L8, constituting zebrafish PLL at the end of its embryonic growth, i.e. about
24–30 h after the formation of the primordium. (Online version in colour.)
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migrates towards the tail of the animal while depositing at
given time instants and distances, seven to eight neuromast
progenitors, termed proto-neuromasts or rosettes (owing to their
characteristic shape), as sketched in figure 1b, (see the dots
named L1-L8). Trails of interneuromastic cells are possibly
located between consecutive rosettes. Successively, during
zebrafish post-embryonic growth, cells within each proto-
neuromast acquire either a hair or a supporting fate, giving
rise to a fully developed neuromast. To complete the PLL
system, additional mechanosensory organs are provided by
interneuromastic cell proliferation and the development of
secondary additional primordia. Finally, a mature neuronal
network organizes and extends for brain connection.

The early stage of the zebrafish PLL formation is here
studiedwith a hybrid andmultiscalemathematical framework,
that couples different modelling techniques (i.e. discrete versus
continuous), each of them in turn dealing with a different scale
(i.e. subcellular versus cellular). The proposed approach is able
to reproduce in silico both the physiological development of
embryonic PLL and selected experimental manipulations
based on laser ablation of the migrating primordium. A series
of numerical simulations will both highlight how the proposed
model outcomes depend on selected parameters, and provide
in silico predictions of the evolution of PLL primordium upon
the increase/decrease of either cell-cell interactions, or cell
chemical sensitivity and internalization rates.

Terminological remark. For the reader’s convenience, we here
clarify the terminology adopted in the rest of the manuscript.
The terms ‘proto-neuromast’ and ‘rosette’ will be used as
synonymous. Cells will be also denoted as ‘agents’, ‘individ-
uals’ or ‘points’. Two chemicals regulating the development
of zebrafish PLL will be considered: the fibroblast growth
factor 10a, hereafter FGF10, (fgf10a in Zebrafish Information
Network, ZFIN); and the stromal cell-derived factor 1, here
called SDF1a (cxcl12a in ZFIN). Cell response to these chemi-
cals will be, respectively, mediated by the fibroblast growth
factor receptor 1a, hereafter fgfr1 (fgfr1a in ZFIN); and one
SDF1a receptor between the chemokine (C-X-Cmotif) receptor
of 4b, here namedCxcr4 (cxcr4b in ZFIN), and the atypical che-
mokine receptor 3b, here calledCxcr7 (ackr3b in ZFIN). Finally,
bold script will be used to indicate vectorial quantities, normal
script for scalar ones, and italic script for neighbourhoods.
2. Biological and modelling background
In this section, we first summarize the main mechanisms
underlying the processes of interest, that are inferred by a
scan of the experimental literature, referring in particular
to [1,2,5,7–19], and that will constitute the simplified assump-
tions at the basis of the proposed mathematical model. Then,
we will outline the modelling literature specifically focusing
on the early development of zebrafish PLL.
(a) Biological background
(i) Cell and molecular levels
The initial state of the cells forming the primordium is pseudo-
mesenchymal (PM). In fact, regardless of their epithelial geno-
type, they display high levels of motility and low levels of
adhesiveness. Moreover, PM cells produce chemical fibroblast
growth factor 10 (FGF10), while expressing the stromal-derived
factor 1a (SDF1a) migratory-related receptor Cxcr4. PM indi-
viduals, as well as maintaining their state, may undergo two
distinct fates, see figure 2a. Few of them singularly activate
(and are denoted by ‘aPM’), becoming the centre of the
rosette-like structures that progressively form and mature
(see later). aPMs are observed to maintain high levels of moti-
lity and the basal level of FGF10 secretion and of Cxcr4
expression, while increasing their adhesive ability.

Each aPM then induces a phenotypic transition of a clus-
ter of nearly 25 PM cells in its surroundings, which will form
the body of a rosette. These deactivated pseudo-mesenchymal
individuals (identified by ‘dPM’) are no longer able to pro-
duce FGF10; rather they start to express its receptor fgfr1,
being thereby chemotactically attracted towards detected
higher amounts of FGF10. dPM cells are irreversibly charac-
terized by two further state changes. First, they undergo a
partial epithelialization (and are labelled by ‘pE’, partially
epithelial), which involves the expression of non-migratory-
related SDF1a receptor Cxcr7 (instead of its migratory-related
counterpart Cxcr4). Then, a complete epithelialization occurs
(leading to ‘E’ cells, fully epithelial), which amounts in a dra-
matic drop of their locomotion ability. Experimental studies
further show that strong contact interactions between the
overadhesive aPM individuals and dPM, pE and E agents
are responsible for rosette stabilization.

The first PM → aPM transition and consequent rosette for-
mation occur at the rostral edge of the primordium, while
successive proto-neuromasts arise caudally to the last formed
one. This results in a progressive confinement of PM individ-
uals at the caudal edge of the primordium, which correlates
with a restriction of the region of expression ofWnt (which trig-
gers FGF10 secretion and avoids the expression of receptor
fgfr1) [12]. It is, therefore, plausible that Wnt/Fgf signalling is
related to the rise of point sources of FGF10 along the primor-
dium and to the consequent proto-neuromast formation, but
how PM individuals that will undergo activation are selected
is still not completely understood. In this respect, in this
work, we will not take into account Wnt/Fgf signalling
pathways and consider a pre-patterned activation of PM
individuals (see later). In more detail, we assume that
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Figure 2. (a) Cell phenotypes and relative transitions regulating proto-neuromast formation, maturation and deposition. The black dashed arrow remarks that the
three-step pseudo-mesenchymal-to-epithelial transitions (dPM → pE → E) in the central box occur only around an activated individual (i.e. they are triggered by
the transition PM → aPM). (b) Typical regions of expression of the SDF1a receptors during primordium migration. The expression of the non-migratory receptor
Cxcr7 is always confined in the most rostral edge of the primordium (i.e. the rostral lighter area). The rest of the placode, as well as all aPM, express the migratory
receptor Cxcr4 (see the middle grey areas). Cxcr7-expressing cells sequester a higher amount of SDF1a (see the dark grey rectangle) than Cxcr4-expressing agents
[11,13,16]. (c) Typical pattern of FGF10 during primordium migration. It is secreted by PM individuals at the caudal edge of the primordium and by aPM cells at the
centre of proto-neuromasts (see the coloured regions), while all other individuals express the receptor fgfr1 [5,11,16]. (Online version in colour.)
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PM → aPM transitions are triggered by unknown stimuli, and
that the formation andmaturation of proto-neuromasts regulate
the location of both FGF10 sources and the region of expression
of Cxcr4/Cxcr7within the primordium, see figure 2b,c.

The embryonic development of the zebrafish PLL is mainly
regulated by two diffusive chemicals. SDF1a, produced by the
cells constituting the myoseptum substrate, forms around 20
hpf a homogeneous narrow stripe and represents an exogenous
chemotactic cue forCxcr4 expressing individuals only (i.e. PMs,
aPMs and dPMs). In this respect, the non-migratory-related
receptor Cxcr7 (expressed by pEs and Es) has an antagonistic
effect against Cxcr4, owing to its enhanced affinity (estimated
ten times higher). FGF10 is instead a placode endogenous sub-
stance which mainly plays as a short-range chemotactic cue for
fgfr1 expressing cells being indeed fundamental to preserve the
primordium compactness over time.
(ii) Initial configuration and subsequent dynamics
Around 19 hpf, the progenitor PLL primordium is a homotypic
placode of about 100 PM cells: it is characterized by an elliptical
shape, elongated in the head-to-tail direction of the embryo, see
again figure 1a. Soona first rosette appears at the anterior/rostral
edge of the cluster. Over the next hours, two or three additional
proto-neuromasts sequentially form just caudally one to each
other and the primordium begins to migrate along the homo-
geneous stripe of SDF1a, which is synthesized by the cells
forming the horizontal myoseptum starting from about 20 hpf.
The formation of a fourth caudal rosette then correlates with
the deposition of the first formed (i.e. the most rostral) proto-
neuromast, which slows down and detaches from the trailing
edgeof theprimordium.Specifically, themovementof theoverall
primordium is allowed by the polarized expression of receptors
Cxcr4/Cxcr7 (see again figure 2b) which, owing to their different
affinity to their ligand, results in a self-generated local gradient of
SDF1a underlying the placode. A cyclical behaviour is finally
exhibited by the placode cluster: the assembly of a new rosette
towards its caudal edge is in fact accompanied by the deposition
of the most rostral one. This process is active until 46 hpf,
i.e. when the primordium reaches the tip of embryo’s tail and
stops, and eventually results in the deposition of 6–8 proto-
neuromasts, organized in a quite regular pattern along the
trunk of the developing zebrafish, as sketched in figure 1b.

We finally remark that proliferation is fundamental to have
a sufficient cell supply for rosette formation and deposition.
Furthermore, regardless of the dynamics and phenotypic tran-
sitions, each component cell maintains an almost round
morphology over time.

(b) Modelling background
The early development of zebrafish PLL has been recently
approached also from a modelling perspective. Specifically,
two-dimensional (2D) models have been provided in [11,20–
23], a hybrid three-dimensional (3D) model is proposed in [16].

In [23], placode cells expressing receptor Cxcr4 only have
been reproduced with 2D lattice polygons, set to chemot-
actically move towards greater concentrations of SDF1a. These
authors have also proposed a one-dimensional approximation
of the system, which has allowed obtaining (i) a functional
law relating the velocity of the primordium, its length and
ligand/receptor dynamics and (ii) a connection between
growth processes (when proliferation has been included),
placode extension and deposition of discrete cell groups.

SDF1a-coordinated migration of the embryonic PLL has
been analysed also in [11,21] by an agent-based model,
built within the Netlogo programming environment. In par-
ticular, cells have been represented by mobile agents called
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‘turtles’, reciprocally connected through visco-elastic links,
which are able to express either Cxcr4 or Cxcr7.

A model that takes into account both SDF1a and
FGFs-related signalling pathways in regulating primordium
locomotion was proposed in [20]. The cell aggregate has
been represented as an elliptic continuum mass with
embedded discrete motile individuals, that have been
assumed to be viscoelastic and able to undergo large defor-
mations. At the molecular level, both SDF1a-induced
Cxcr4/Cxcr7 signals and the FGFs-dependent Wnt/β-catenin
pathways have been instead implemented by coupled
reaction–diffusion (RD) equations.

In [22], the authors have then proposed a 2D hybrid
approach which have also accounted for rosette formation. In
particular, they have reproduced cells by discrete entities
whose motion has been defined by second-order dynamics
involving alignment, attraction and repulsion. They have also
introduced the effects of FGFs and SDF1a signals (whose
spatio-temporal evolutions have been described by proper
RD equations) and of cell phenotypic transitions (regulated
by proper rules), which are fundamental to reproduce the
process of proto-neuromast assembly and maturation.

Finally, in [16], Knutsdottir and co-workers have developed
a 3D model where the leading cells of the primordium have
been hypothesized to produce FGFs, express Wnt receptors
and sense gradients of SDF1a; while its trailing individuals
have been conversely assumed to produce Wnt, express
FGFs receptors, and sense gradients of FGFs. All individuals
have been therein described as deformable ellipsoids of finite
volume with mechanochemical interactions, i.e. adhesion,
volume exclusion and chemokine-related active motion,
whose phenotypes have been determined by the amount
and the signalling network of Wnt/FGFs receptors. Cell
proliferation has been included as well.

In this work, we conversely propose a multiscale hybrid
model based on the assumptions reported in §2a, which
thereby include (i) both SDF1a and FGF10 signaling regulating
cell dynamics, (ii) both SDF1a-receptors Cxcr4 and Cxcr7, (iii)
the formation,maturation anddeposition of proto-neuromasts,
and (iv) cell proliferation, as specified in the next section.
3. Mathematical model
Our theoretical model, based on the previous list of
assumptions, spans different scales: at the cellular level, the
individuals composing the primordium are individually
described as discrete interacting particles; at the subcellular
level, the molecular substances (diffusive chemicals and recep-
tors) are instead represented eitherwith a continuous approach,
i.e. through proper spatial distributions, or by Boolean
binary variables. The overall mathematical framework indeed
amounts to a hybrid system of first-order integro-differential
equations for cell dynamics coupled with RD laws for chemical
kinetics, and integrated by specific rules for phenotypic
transitions and mitotic processes.

(a) System representation
The portion of the myoseptum involved in primordium
development is schematically represented by a bidimensional
bounded domain V , R2, on the basis of the substantial thin-
ness of the zebrafish embryo body. In particular, the left
border of Ω represents the rostral edge of the myoseptum
(close to the embryo otic vesicle), whereas its right border
indicates its caudal front (close to the tail of the embryo).
Hereafter, t∈ [t0, tF] identifies the time (with t0 and tF as the
initial and final values, respectively) and has units hpf.

Each cell forming the primordium is represented by a
material point and labelled by an integer i∈ {1,…,N(t)},
with the total number of individuals N(t) that may vary in
time owing to proliferation. The generic ith agent is character-
ized by the state variable ti(t) [ {PM, aPM, dPM, pE, E} and
by a sensing region:

Si(t) ¼ {y [ V : jxi(t)� yj � da=2}, (3:1)

i.e. a bounded area where i is able to sense the presence of
other individuals or of molecular substances, being da a
sort of cell maximal extension, which also accounts for plas-
mamembrane protrusions. Cell body mean dimension is
instead taken into account by a coefficient dc.

The diffusive chemicals SDF1a and FGF10 are then
described by spatial concentration variables, i.e. s(t, x),
w(t, x) : [t0, tF]�V 7! Rþ, respectively.

Finally, the intracellular presence of the specific molecular
receptors is quantified, for the sake of simplicity, by Boolean
variables. In particular, cti(t) defines if agent i expresses SDF1a
receptor Cxcr4, being

cti(t)(t) ¼ {1, if ti(t) [ fPM, aPM, dPMg;
0 if ti(t) [ fpE,E}: (3:2)

It is useful to note that if cti(t) ¼ 0 for the generic ith particle,
then it does not express the migration-related Cxcr4 but rather
the non migration-related Cxcr7. Coherently, fti(t) defines if
agent i expresses FGF10 receptor fgfr1 and reads as

fti(t)(t) ¼ {1, if ti(t) [ fdPM, pE, Eg;
0, if ti(t) [ fPM,aPM}: (3:3)

(b) Cell phenotypic transitions
The formation and stabilization of the proto-neuromasts are
assumed to result from cyclical multi-step pseudo-mesenchy-
mal-to-epithelial transitions (PM → dPM → pE → E) of
localized rosettes of progenitor cells, triggered by the activation
of a PM individual (PM → aPM), as sketched in figure 2a. In
particular, the first activation of a progenitor PM is set to
occur at a given t1≈ 19–20 hpf and involves the agent i1
which is located almost along the main (horizontal) axis of
the primordium at a characteristic distance lPM!aPM from the
rostral edge of the aggregate.

The following cyclical activations are delayed one from the
other of a time lapse DtPM!aPM and involve the progenitor PM
positioned along the horizontal axis of the placode with a rela-
tive distance equal to 2 lPM!aPM from the previously activated
individual. For instance, the generic ikth PM cell undergoes
such a phenotypic transition at tk ¼ tk�1 þ DtPM!aPM, being
k = 2,…, 8, which amounts to a change in its state variable,
i.e. tik (tk) ¼ aPM.

Each activated PM ik induces the gradual epithelialization
of a surrounding cluster of progenitor PMs, that can be
defined as

N ik (t) ¼ {j [ {1, . . . , N(t)}, j = ik : jxik (t)� xj(t)j � da}: (3:4)

All agents falling within N ik are subjected to the following
phenotypic changes: (i) at tk, their state variable switches to
dPM (i.e. tj(tk) ¼ dPM); (ii) then after a characteristic time
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equal to DtdPM!pE, they assume a partial epithelial fate
(i.e. tj(tk þ DtdPM!pE) ¼ pE); (iii) after another delay equal
to DtpE!E, they finally acquire a fully epithelial fate (i.e.
tj (tk þ DtdPM!pE þ DtpE!E) ¼ E). The time lapse character-
istic of each phenotypic transition is assumed to have a
Gaussian distribution (with given mean and variance),
which accounts both for experimental measures and of the
randomness typical of biological systems.
 .org/journal/rstb
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(c) Cell proliferation
Cell proliferation is relevant mainly for progenitor PM cells.
Without including all details relative to the mitotic cycle, we
take into account aminimumperiod of time between successive
duplications of the same individual and of a contact-inhibition
of cell division in the case of high local cell density. In this
respect, starting from t0 = 19 hpf, every Dtdupl ¼ 1=gdupl, being
gdupl a mitotic rate experimentally quantified in 2–4mitosis h−1,
a PM cell is randomly selected and set to undergo
duplication if it is sufficiently far from the other agents
(i.e. if di,min(t) :¼ min j¼1,...,N(t),j=i jxi(t)� xj(t)j . ddupl, being
ddupl , dc a sort of cell perinuclear region). A
newborn agent, labelled by the identity integer N(t) + 1, is
then added to the system close to the parent position, i.e.
xN(t)þ1(t) ¼ xi(t)þ ðdc=2Þ ( cos (hi(t)); sin (hi(t))), being ηi(t)
a random angle uniformly distributed over [0, 2π). The
daughter cell then inherits from the progenitor the pheno-
type (i.e. τN(t)+1(t) = τi(t) = PM), while its dynamics will be
completely autonomous.
(d) Cell dynamics
Cell spatial distribution evolves in time according to a set of
first-order integro-differential equations, which can be for-
mally derived from a second-order Newtonian approach
under the assumption of an overdamped-velocity response
(see [24–26] and references therein for further comments):

dxi
dt

(t) ¼ mti(t)(t)vi(t), i ¼ 1, . . . , N(t): (3:5)

In equation (3.5), mti(t) is a dimensionless motility coefficient
that depends on the phenotype of the individual of interest
and also takes into account cell-substrate friction mechan-
isms. In particular, mti(t) ¼ 1 if ti(t) [ {PM, aPM, dPM, pE}
and mti(t) ¼ 0:1 if τi(t) = E because, as already explained,
fully epithelial individuals have a drop in their migratory
ability. The velocity vi of the generic agent i is then assumed
to result from the superposition of different contributions:

vi(t) ¼ vinti (t)þ vfgfi (t)þ vsdfi (t)þ vrandi (t),
i ¼ 1, . . . , N(t), (3:6)

where vinti is the contribution relative to intercellular direct
contacts, vfgfi and vsdfi implement directional chemotactic
movements owing to the presence of FGF10 and SDF1a,
respectively, as mediated by the specific receptors (when
expressed), and vrandi finally describes the random crawling
movement typical of biological individuals.

Entering in more details, cell-cell direct interactions classi-
cally include either short-range repulsive or middle-range
adhesive dynamics. Specifically, two cells tend to repel each
other when they fall too close. On the other hand, cell-cell
adhesion arises from the activity of cadherins which implies
that two cells can form contact junctions only when their
relative distance is lower than the maximal extension of
their membrane protrusions. Furthermore, both repulsive
and adhesive velocity components result from the superim-
position of binary (pairwise) contributions, each aligned to
the line ideally connecting the two interacting individuals:

vinti (t) ¼
XN(t)

j¼1
j=i

vintij (t) ¼
XN(t)

j¼1
j=i

(vrepij (t)þ vadhij (t))

¼
XN(t)

j¼1
j=i

(Krep(jrij(t)j)þ Kti(t)tj(t)
adh (jrij(t)j))

rij(t)
jrij(t)j , (3:7)

being rij(t) := xj(t)− xi. Kernels Krep : Rþ < {0} 7! R� < {0} and
Kti(t)tj(t)
adh : Rþ < {0} 7! Rþ < {0} model the strength of the

repulsive and adhesive pairwise stimuli, respectively, the
former being independent from the specific pair of individ-
uals involved and the latter strongly correlated to the
phenotype of the interacting agents (as experimentally
demonstrated and previously commented). In particular, we
opt for a hyperbolic-like repulsive behaviour, i.e.:

Krep(z) ¼ vrep 1� dc
z

� �
, if z [ (0, dc); 0, otherwise

� �
,

(3:8)

and parabolic-like attractive dynamics, i.e.:

Kti(t)tj(t)
adh (z) ¼ vti(t)tj(t)adh 1� z2

d2a

� �
, if z [ (0, da); 0, otherwise

� �
:

(3:9)

In equations (3.8) and (3.9), the positive coefficients vrep and
vti(t)tj(t)adh , which have speed units, are related to cell stiffness
and to the level (and the activity) of cell membrane adhesive
proteins, respectively. In accordance with the biological
considerations, we indeed set

vti(t)tj(t)adh ¼{Vadh, if ti(t) ¼ aPM and

tj(t) [ {dPM, pE, E} or vice versa;

vadh, otherwise}, (3:10)

being with Vadh . vadh, see figure 3.
Cells expressing the receptor fgfr1, i.e. dPM, pE and E

individuals (with fti(t)(t) ¼ 1), experience an attractive force
towards higher amounts of FGF10 they detect within their
actual sensing region Si(t). The velocity component vfgfi
implements the FGF10 dose-dependent chemotactic motion
of fgfr1-expressing individuals (i.e. dPM, pE and E cells):

vfgfi (t) ¼ fti(t)(t)xfgf
wmax A(Si(t))

ð
Si(t)

W fgf
i (t, y)w(t, y) (y� xi(t)) dy,

(3:11)

where fti(t) is the Boolean variable introduced in equation (3.3),
xfgf denotes a cell chemical sensitivity to FGF10, and the quan-
tity wmaxA(Si(t)) measures the maximal amount of FGF10 that
agent i can perceivewithin its sensing region, beingA(Si(t)) the
actual extension of Si(t) and wmax the maximal concentration
experimentally found. Finally, the weight function

W fgf
i (t, y) ¼ 1þ

XN(t)

j¼1,j=i

tj(t)[
�
dPM, pE, E

�
1Sj(t)(y)

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

�1

, (3:12)
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being 1(·) the indicator function, accounts for the competing
effect of other fgfr1-expressing cells possibly extending over
Si(t), each of them sequestering a portion of the local amount
of FGF10 molecules.

On the other hand, PM, aPM and dPM cells express-
ing Cxcr4 (with cti(t)(t) ¼ 1) are attracted towards
higher amounts of SDF1a they detect within their sensing
region Si(t). An expression analogous to that in equation
(3.11) is therefore set for SDF1a-induced directional
contribution:

vsdfi (t) ¼ cti(t)(t)xsdf
smax A(Si(t))

ð
Si(t)

Wsdf
i (t, y)s(t, y) (y� xi(t)) dy,

(3:13)

being cti(t) the binary variable introduced in equation (3.2)
identifying the presence of migration-related ligand
Cxcr4, and xsdf a cell chemical sensitivity to SDF1a, and
smax A(Si(t)) measures the maximal amount of SDF1a that
cell i can perceive within its sensing region. The weight
function Wsdf

i has the same role as its counterpart introduced
in equation (3.11), but here it has to take into account the fact
that (i) both SDF1a receptors sequester a portion of their
ligand, and that (ii) the non-migratory-related receptor
Cxcr7 has a much higher affinity with SDF1a than the
migratory-related Cxcr4. In this respect, we set

Wsdf
i (t, y)

¼ 1þ
XN(t)

j¼1,j=i

tj(t)[
�
PM, aPM, dPM

�
asdf
4 1Sj(t)(y)þ

XN(t)

j¼1,j=i

tj(t)[
�
pE, E

�
asdf
7 1Sj(t)(y)

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

�1

,

(3:14)

with asdf
4 , asdf

7 [ (0, 1] and asdf
4 � asdf

7 , where asdf
4 and asdf

7
denote the affinity for SDF1a of receptor Cxcr4 and Cxcr7,
respectively.

Brownian fluctuations typical of biological individuals
are finally implemented, for each generic agent i, by
vrandi (t) ¼ vrand( cos (ui(t)), sin (ui(t))), where θi(t) is a random
angle uniformly distributed over [0, 2π) and vrand is a mean
primordium speed.
(e) Chemical kinetics
FGF10 is produced within the entire sensing region of PM
and aPM individuals (until a limit). It then homogenously
diffuses in the surrounding environment and degrade at a
constant rate as described by the following RD equation

@w

@t
(x, t)¼DwDw(x, t)

þ 1�w(x, t)
wmax

� �
�

XN(t)

i¼1

ti(t)[
�
PM,PM

�
gw1Si(t)(x, t)�dww(x, t),

(3:15)

where Dw is the diffusion coefficient, while γw and δw
are the constant production and the decay rate, respectively.

SDF1a is secreted at a constant rate over a narrow stripe
H , V of the horizontal myoseptum, starting from
tsdf ¼ 20 hpf. It then poorly diffuses and decays within
the surrounding environment, quickly stabilizing in a
quasi-homogeneous pattern, as

@s

@t
(x, t) ¼ Ds Ds(x, t)

þ 1� s(x, t)
smax

� �
gs 1H(x, t)H(t� tsdf)� dss(x, t),

(3:16)

being Dσ the diffusion coefficient, γσ and δσ the constant
production and decay rate, respectively, and H the Heaviside
function.
4. Numerical results
In this section, we will first give simulation details and
comments on the parameter estimate. We will then present
and analyse numerical realizations able to describe both
the physiological (i.e. normal) development of the zebrafish
PLL and selected experimental manipulations involving
placode laser dissection. In both cases, a qualitative
analysis of system behaviour upon variations in the values
of the free model parameters, i.e. repulsive/adhesive
interactions, cell chemical sensitivity and SDF1a internaliz-
ation rates, is provided. The aim of these studies is both to
further analyse the proposed model by validating the
model and the estimated values reported in table 1, but
also to provide some predictive insights in the absence of
experimental counterparts.



Table 1. List of model parameters. (N (m, s) denotes a Gaussian distribution characterized by mean μ and variance s.)

parameter description value reference

Ω spatial domain [0, 2000] × [0, 100] μm2 [3,15,27]

H region where SDF1a is produced [0, 2000] µm × [40, 60] µm [3,15,27]

[t0, tF] period of observation [19, 46] hpf [15]

da maximal extension of cell membrane protrusions 20 µm [22,24]

dc mean diameter of cell body 7 µm [15]

ddupl mean diameter of cell perinuclear region 6 µm [15]

gdupl PM cell proliferation rate 4 mitoses h−1 [15]

lPM!aPM distance of first aPM from primordium rostral edge 16.5 µm [5]

t1 instant time of first activation of a PM 19.5 hpf [5]

DtPM!aPM time lapse between successive activations of PMs N (3:07 h, 1:44 h) [5,17,28]

DtdPM!pE time lapse between PM deactivation and its partial epithelialization N (4:2 h, 1:12 h) [5,17,28]

DtpE!E time lapse between partial and full epithelialization of a cell N (4 h, 1:17 h) [5,17,28]

Dw diffusion coefficient of FGF10 10 µm2 s−1 [16]

wmax maximal concentration of FGF10 1.5 nM [16]

γw FGF10 secretion rate 0.0083 nM s−1 [16]

δw FGF10 decay rate 0.0025 s−1 [16]

Dσ diffusion coefficient of SDF1a 0.333 µm2 s−1 [16]

smax maximal concentration of SDF1a 0.5 nM [16]

γσ SDF1a secretion rate 0.0033 nM s−1 [16]

tsdf instant time of SDF1a onset 20 hpf [16]

δσ SDF1a decay rate 0.0033 s−1 [16]

vrand mean speed of the primordium 0.019 µm s−1 [5]

vrep strength of repulsive interactions 10 µm s−1 data fitting

vadh strength of adhesive interactions 0.05 µm s−1 data fitting

Vadh strength of overadhesive interactions 0.1 µm s−1 data fitting

xfgf level of activity of FGF10 receptor fgfr1 0.02 µm2 s−1 data fitting

xsdf level of activity of SDF1a receptor Cxcr4 0.2 µm2 s−1 data fitting

asdf
4 affinity between SDF1a and its receptor Cxcr4 0.05 data fitting

asdf
7 affinity between SDF1a and its receptor Cxcr7 0.5 data fitting
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(a) Numerical approximation and computational details
The method used in the numerical simulations employs a
finite volume method with implicit Euler scheme in time
and a central difference scheme in space for the solution of
equations (3.15) and (3.16). Equation (3.6) is conversely
solved by applying the explicit Euler scheme in time.

In this respect, the spatial domainΩ is divided into squared
control volumesQm,n of sideΔx = 2 µm,which are identified by
their centres xm,n := (xm, yn), being xm = (m− 1/2)Δx and
yn = (n− 1/2)Δx, with m = 1,…, 1000 and n = 1,…, 50. The
time interval [t0, tF] is conversely divided into subintervals of
length Δt = 0.25 s (so that Δx/maxi{vi} < Δt for any t), and the
kth time step is denoted by tk: = kΔt with k [ N.

At any time step tk, the spatial distributions σ(tk, x) and
w(tk, x) are, respectively, approximated by piecewise-constant
distributions sk, wk : V 7! Rþ such that sk(x) jQm,n¼ s(tk, xm,n)
and wk(x) jQm,n¼ w(tk, xm,n), for any m = 1,…, 1000 and n =
1,…, 50. Analogously, the indicator function 1(·)(x), in
equations (3.12) and (3.14)–(3.16), is approximated by a piece-
wise-constant function too, i.e. b1( � ) : V 7! Rþ such thatb1( � )(x) jQm,n¼ 1 if xm,n ∈ ( · ), and b1( � )(x) jQm,n¼ 0 otherwise. At
any time step tk, the functions W fgf
i (tk, x) and Wsdf

i (tk, x) in
equations (3.12) and (3.14) are, therefore, approximated by
W fgf,k

i and Wsdf,k
i , respectively, obtained by substituting the

indicator function with b1Sj(tk). The integrands in equations
(3.11) and (3.13) are therefore computed by a 2D quadrature
formula, which consists of a sum of the discretized integrand
function on the control volumes Qm,n whose centre xm,n

actually belongs to the neighbourhood Si(tk).
The time-stepping then proceeds as follows: (i) the system

is initiated and the time lapses characterizing cell phenotypic
transitions are randomly selected; (ii) the local available frac-
tion of chemicals W fgf,k

i and Wsdf,k
i are computed for any i

(see equations (3.12) and (3.14)); (iii) cell velocity components
in equation (3.6) are calculated for any i; (iv) cells are moved
according to equation (3.5); (v) cell phenotypic transitions
may occur; (vi) cell duplication may occur; (vii) the distri-
butions of FGF10 and SDF1a are updated according to
equations (3.15) and (3.16); and (viii) points (ii)–(vii) are
repeated for any time step.

The method is implemented by a software written in C++
which can not be disclosed being partially property of the



r

8
Optimad Engineering s.r.l. The 2D output images are
generated with the free software GNUPLOT.
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(b) Simulation details and parameter estimate
The period of observation of each simulation is consistently
included in the time lapse [t0 = 19, tF = 46] hpf, which charac-
terizes the entire phenomenon of primordium migration and
rosette formation and maturation. The computational domain
Ω is a rectangular 2000 × 100 µm2 area, that represents the
horizontal myoseptum. As a remark, the left and right
border of Ω computationally define the rostral and the
caudal edge of the myoseptum, respectively, the former
being close to the optic vesicle and the latter to the tail of
the animal. The region H, reproducing the stripe where the
SDF1a is produced by the substrate, extends over the region
[0, 2000] µm × [40, 60] µm, in accordance with [3,15,27]. The
domain boundary ∂Ω is then assumed to be a physical barrier
because it implements the wall of somites that encloses the
myoseptum. Because they have the capacity to internalize
FGF10 but not SDF1a, we provide equation (3.15) with a
homogeneous Dirichlet condition and equation (3.16) with
a no-flux condition. Finally, equation (3.5) is equipped by
proper rules that force cells to bounce back when they
touch or try to move across the boundary of Ω. Initially,
there are no chemicals in the system.

The proposed approach is intrinsically multiparametric,
being characterized by a number of model coefficients, all
listed in table 1. Most of them have a clear empirical counter-
part, and therefore we have directly inherited their values
from the experimental literature, specifically (i) cell dimen-
sions, (ii) proliferation rates, (iii) means and variances of the
characteristic times of individual phenotypic transitions,
(iv) coefficients regulating chemical kinetics, and (v) mean
primordium speed. In particular, the values of the coefficients
regulating chemical kinetics are chosen on the basis of the
estimates proposed by Knuttsdottir et al. in [16]; while the
others are set according to direct measurements reported in
the literature. The remaining set of model coefficients is
somehow more technical. In this respect, for the sake of sim-
plicity, we have further assumed that (i) Vadh ¼ 2vadh,
consistently with [16]; (ii) vti(t)tj(t)adh =vrep , 5d3c=4d

3
a (in particu-

lar, we have fixed vadh=vrep ¼ 0:005 and Vadh=vrep ¼ 0:01) so
that the interactions laws result H-stable, see recent works
in [24,29,30] and references therein; and (iii) asdf

7 ¼ 10asdf
4

with asdf
4 [ (0, 0:1] and asdf

7 [ (0, 1], according to [13]. For
the estimate of the remaining parameters, i.e. vrep (or vadh
and Vadh), xfgf, xsdf and asdf

4 , we have run preliminary simu-
lations of the normal PLL development and fitted the
resulting outcomes with the corresponding empirical evi-
dence, both qualitatively and quantitatively (i.e. in terms of
morphology and effective mean placode velocity). Specifi-
cally, we look for the set of parameter values that results in
both (i) an elongation of the placode before the beginning
of its migration (said L) within the range [140, 175] µm,
according to [15]; and (ii) an effective mean primordium
speed (said vPLL) in the range [0.018, 0.02] μm s−1, accounting
for measurements in [5]. With this strategy, we have fixed
reasonable values for adhesion/repulsion coefficients (i.e.
vrep, vadh and Vadh), cell chemical sensitivity (i.e. xsdf and
xfgf) and SDF1a internalization rates (i.e. asdf

4 and asdf
7 ).

All the forthcoming numerical simulations have been per-
formed 10 times. The absence of large variations in system
behaviour allowed us to report a representative realization
of each series of simulations.
(c) Reference simulation
The aim of this reference simulation is to reproduce the phys-
iological development of the zebrafish PLL, i.e. that occurring
in so-called wild-type embryo. At the initial time instant t0 =
19 hpf, see figure 4a, the primordium is an ellipsoidal cluster
constituted by N(t0) = 100 pseudo-mesenchymal progenitor
cells (i.e. with the common type PM), located at the rostral
(left) edge of the domain Ω. At t1 = 19.5 hpf, see figure 4b, a
PM individual in the rostral part of the primordium differen-
tiates and induces the deactivation of the cells in its
surroundings. After a while, i.e. at tsdf ¼ 20 hpf, see figure
4c, the exogenous SDF1a starts to be produced by the sub-
strate, thereby initiating the mechanisms underlying the
directional migration of the aggregate. In particular, the pla-
code first remains fixed, while elongating along the stripe
of the chemical, see figure 4d. Both the PM agents at the lead-
ing edge of the proto-organ and the dPM individuals forming
the rosette body at its trailing edge in fact express the
migratory receptor Cxcr4 and extend towards the SDF1a:
this results in a force balance that inhibits the overall move-
ment of the cluster, as also observed in [13]. At t2 = 22 hpf,
see figure 4e, a second rosette-like cluster assembles, just
caudally to the first proto-neuromast. Soon after, see figure
4f , the primordium begins to actively migrate: dPM cells
forming the first rosette in fact undergo partial epithelializa-
tion, thereby not longer expressing Cxcr4 but its not-
migratory-related counterpart Cxcr7. As a consequence,
only the caudal part of the primordium is subjected to the
SDF1a-induced velocity contribution being therefore free to
advance, eventually dragging the entire embryonic organ
though adhesive interactions and FGF10-related dynamics.

During migration, additional rosettes sequentially form
towards the caudal region of the aggregate, see figure 4g,h.
Just after the assembly of the fourth proto-neuromast, pE par-
ticles forming the most rostral rosette (i.e. the firstly formed)
undergo full epithelialization (because the time-lapse needed
for the corresponding phenotypic transitions has occurred),
see figure 4i. This results in a drop of their migratory ability
and causes the arrest of the entire cluster which separates
from the rest of the placode, being deposited within the myo-
septum, as a consequence also of its intrinsic compactness
owing to the enhanced adhesiveness of the central aPM agent.

Subsequently a cyclical behaviour occurs. It amounts in a
succession of rosette deposition from the rostral edge of the
primordium and proto-neuromast assembly at its caudal
area, see figure 4j,k. At the end of the observation period,
i.e. at tF ¼ 46 hpf, see figure 4l, the embryonic PLL comprises
five deposited proto-neuromasts and three terminal rosettes
which form the remaining main body of the primordium.
Interestingly, the proposed reference simulation (which is
characterized by L≈ 166 µm and vPLL � 0:02mm s�1) is in
good agreement with biological evidence also in terms of dis-
tance between pairs of deposited proto-neuromasts which
ranges between (240, 280) µm, close to the experimental
counterparts [3,15].

In order to further justify the employed estimate for the
model parameters, a qualitative analysis of the dependence of
the critical quantities L and vPLL from the adhesion/repulsion
coefficients, cell chemical sensitivity and SDF1a internalization
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rates are provided in figure 5. In particular, we deal with model
outcomes in the case of decrease/increase of the value of one of
the referred parameters.

In detail, figure 5a shows that the primordium results exces-
sively elongated before migration in the case of either too low
interaction coefficients (i.e. vrep, vadh and Vadh), too low cell
chemical sensitivity to FGF10 (i.e. xsdf), or too high SDF1a-
related parameters (i.e. xsdf or a

sdf
4 and asdf

7 ). Conversely, too
high interaction coefficients, too high cell chemical sensitivity
to FGF10, or too low SDF1a-related parameters result in a
more compact and rounder configuration. More in detail, a
decrease/increase in the interaction coefficients (having fixed
the ratios vadh=vrep and Vadh=vrep) mainly corresponds to a
drop/raise in cell-cell adhesive dynamics by preserving
admissible minimal intercellular distances (see [24]). It thereby
increases/reduces cell ability to detach from the rest of the
aggregates and explains the observed stretched/compressed
configurations. Similarly, variations in xfgf affect the attraction
experienced by fgfr1-expressing cells (i.e. dPM, focusing of pri-
mordium elongation before migration) towards cells secreting
FGF10 at the centre of the rosettes (aPMs) and at the caudal
edge of the placode (PMs). Decreases/increases in xfgf thus con-
tribute to the reduction/increment of the cohesion of cells
within the PLL proto-organ. Therefore, both interaction coeffi-
cients and FGF10-related parameter regulate primordium
cohesion. On the other hand, an increase/decrease in cell
sensitivity to SDF1a, i.e. xsdf, translates in a stronger/deeper
attraction of Cxcr4 expressing cells toward higher amounts
of SDF1a: cells at the caudal/rostral edges are more/less
attracted towards embryo’s tail/head, while cells at the top/
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Figure 6. Numerical simulations reproducing experiments performed in
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sing Cxcr4 only (i.e. PMs), and a trailing/rostral aggregate also including
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its directional movement (having both SDF1a receptors). Once the two frag-
ments are close enough, they rejoin via adhesive interactions and primordium
normal migration is restored. (e,f ) In the absence of the trailing fragment,
the leading cluster still arrests and stretches. (g,h) If the initial gap between
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bottom edges of the placode are attracted towards the central
horizontal axis of the domain. Finally, in the case of too high
affinity of both Cxcr4/Cxcr7 to SDF1a, i.e. of both asdf

4 and
asdf
7 , cells almost completely sequester the chemical located

in their sensory regions, thereby leading to a steeper self-
generated gradient underlying the primordiumwhich increases
primordium elongation.

Referring again to figure 5, we can further note that a
decrease in both asdf

4 and asdf
7 , does not affect the placode

elongation before migration (left panel), however, it results
in an excessive slowdown of primordium migration (right
panel). An extremely low affinity of SDF1a receptors to
their ligand in fact implements an almost negligible internal-
ization of the local chemical by cells, quantified by Wsdf

i � 1.
It therefore prevents the emergence of the self-generated local
gradient of SDF1a underlying primordium locomotion
despite the polarized expression of Cxcr4/Cxcr7 along the
placode. Conversely, in all the other cases, anomalies in
the initial elongation of the primordium result in an
abnormal locomotion of the placode.

Consistently with the numerical results reported in figure
5, experimental outcomes have shown that drops in primor-
dium directional speed occur upon either the disruption of
the activity of cell surface receptor fgfr1 [5,17], or upon the
inhibition of the expression/activity of SDF1a migratory-
related receptor Cxcr4 [1,28]. Moreover, the absence of
SDF1a signalling has been shown to result in a more round
and compact morphology [1,28]. In this perspective, our
study first validates the proposed model and the estimated
parameter values reported in table 1, but also gives predictive
insights on manipulations that have not yet an experimental
counterpart (i.e. variations in cell-cell interactions and in
SDF1a internalization rates).
the two fragments is too small (≈da), the normal locomotion of the
primordium is preserved. (Online version in colour.)
(d) Laser dissections
We then mimic a series of experiments of laser ablation per-
formed in [11]. A first type of manipulation in this respect,
based also on an assay proposed in [31], amounts to dividing
the primordium into two fragments: a small leading/caudal
cluster formed by 10–20 Cxcr4-expressing cells only, and a
trailing/rostral aggregate which instead contains also individ-
uals expressing Cxcr7. In silico, see figure 6, the configuration
of the placode corresponding to the proposed in vitro setting
consists of allowing the normal development of the primor-
dium until 28 hpf, i.e. until the deposition of the first
rosette and the maturation of the second one, and then in
removing a group of cells. Before ablation, the PLL proto-
organ is constituted (going from left to right) by a deposited
rosette (with E cells) and a migrating placode comprising a
rostral mature proto-neuromast with pE agents, two rosettes
with dPM cells, and a leading group of PM individuals (as in
figure 4i). The configuration in figure 6a is then obtained by
removing a cluster of progenitor PM cells just behind the
head of the main mass of the migrating primordium, and
by neglecting the presence of the deposited proto-neuromast.
Consistently with the phenotypic characterization employed
so far, the remaining caudal fragment is in fact formed by
Cxcr4-expressing PM individuals only, whereas the trailing
portion is formed by Cxcr7-expressing pE agents, as well as
by aPM (the centre of the rosettes) and dPM cells, all
having Cxcr4. The initial gap between the two clusters is
larger than 2da, i.e. laser ablation initially inhibits adhesive
interactions between elements belonging to the different frag-
ments. As shown in figure 6a–d, the leading cluster
immediately stops locomotion and stretches, elongating in
both directions along the stripe of SDF1a: all its component
individuals (both at the front and at the rear area) in fact
express the migratory protein Cxcr4 and therefore try to
extend towards the chemical stripe, resulting in a net null dis-
placement. The trailing aggregate conversely preserves its
chemical-induced migration. Only the particles at its front
area in fact express Cxcr4, while its mature rosette is
formed by pE agents, which instead have the non-migratory
SDF1a-receptor Cxcr7: such a receptor polarization allows the
movement of the overall fragment. As soon as the two frag-
ments come close enough they adhere and the normal
movement of the remaining body of the primordium is
resumed. This behaviour is in remarkable agreement with
the corresponding empirical results described in [11]. Interest-
ingly, the substantial stretching of the leading fragment is
independent from the presence of the trailing one, as
observed both experimentally and computationally via abla-
tion of the trailing cluster, see figure 6e,f and [11], respectively.
On the other hand, in [11], the arrest of the leading cluster is
not observed when the gap between the two fragments is
short enough. Such a situation is easily reproduced numeri-
cally by the removal of a smaller group of PM cells (i.e. of a
nearly da-wide stripe) just close to the head of the primordium
along with the deposited proto-neuromast, see figure 6g,h.
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Figure 7. Numerical simulations reproducing experiments performed in [11]
where the migrating primordium is divided into three fragments via laser
ablation: a trailing/rostral mature rosette (including Cxcr7-expressing cells);
a central immature rosette and a leading/caudal cluster (both having
Cxcr4-expressing cells only). (a–d ) The trailing and leading fragments
arrest, while the central isolated rosette moves forward. The trailing rosette
stops as it is mainly constituted by Cxcr7-expressing cells. The different be-
haviour of the central and leading fragments (both including Cxcr4-expressing
cells only) is related to FGF10-signalling: dPM cells forming the immature
rosette express fgfr1, which pushes them towards PM and aPM sources of
FGF10. Once the central and leading clusters are close enough they aggregate
and stretch, thereby allowing the reconstruction of the primordium via
adhesive interactions. Normal locomotion is then restored. (e,f ) In the
absence of the leading fragment, both the trailing and the central isolated
clusters arrest. (g,h) The absence of the trailing fragment does not affect
the behaviour of the other clusters, which are still able to aggregate. The
resulting cluster is however unable to move until the previously isolated cen-
tral rosette undergoes partial epithelialization, thereby allowing a productive
pattern of receptors Cxcr7/Cxcr4. (Online version in colour.)
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Consistently with the corresponding experimental results, the
two virtual clusters quickly adhere and the normal locomotion
of the embryonic organ is preserved.

Laser ablation is also used to dissect the primordium in
three fragments: a leading cluster and a central isolated imma-
ture rosette, both expressing Cxcr4, and a trailing aggregate
characterized instead by Cxcr7, see again [11]. To reproduce
such an in vitro configuration, we again let the numerical pri-
mordium to normally develop until 28 hpf: then, we isolate
the second rosette within the main body of the proto-organ
by removing proper groups of individuals in its surroundings,
see figure 7a. The leading fragment is indeed formed by
progenitor PM individuals and by a newly formed proto-
neuromast, whereas the trailing portion comprises a partially
epithelialized rosette (i.e. formed by pE agents). Also in this
case, the deposited rosette is not considered at all. As repro-
duced in figure 7a–d, the trailing and the leading fragments
are unable to move, whereas the isolated proto-neuromast
migrates forward and quickly comes into contactwith the lead-
ing cluster. In particular, the partially epithelialized proto-
neuromast does not move as a consequence of the lack of the
polarized expression of SDF1a receptors (the migratory-related
Cxcr4 is in fact expressed only by the aPM that is constrained by
its enhanced adhesiveness at the centre of the rosette), see
figure 7b. Such a mechanistic rationale should in principle
also prevent the locomotion of the isolated rosette: however,
its component dPM cells have fgfr1, which pushes them
towards FGF10-producing PM individuals located in the lead-
ing fragment. By re-adhesion, the central immature rosette and
the caudal fragment then form an aggregate with inhibited
SDF1a-induced directional movement: all its component par-
ticles in fact express Cxcr4, see figure 7c. However, its
horizontal stretching allows the formation of adhesive contacts
with the epithelial rostral rosette. Awild-type embryonic organ
therefore somehow emerges again, with the normal inner
polarization of SDF1a receptors that allows a productive direc-
tional migration, see figure 7d. The phenomenology captured
by this numerical realization is close to the corresponding
empirical evidence, see fig. 4 in [11]. In particular, the fact
that the isolated immature central rosette moves upon FGF10
signals triggered by PM cells is clearly supported by the stop-
ping of its locomotion in the case of removal of the leading
fragment, as shown computationally in figure 7e,f and exper-
imentally in [11]. Interestingly, in this case, the central rosette
does not elongate as one may expect: the underlying reason
can be found in the stabilization actuated by the aPM via its
enhanced adhesiveness and FGF10 signals. On the opposite
side, the presence of the trailing proto-neuromast does not
affect the behaviour of the central rosette. In fact, when only
the most rostral epithelialized rosette is removed (see figure
7g,h and [11]) the central and the leading fragments are still
able to aggregate (as observed in figure 7a,b) but not to
move, at least until the previously isolated central rosette
undergoes partial epithelialization, thereby expressing Cxcr7
proteins and allowing a productive pattern of SDF1a receptors.

Finally, for the sake of completeness, the model outcomes
in figures 8 and 9 highlight how variations in the free
model parameters (i.e. the adhesion/repulsion coefficients,
cell chemical sensitivity and SDF1a internalization rates)
affect the numerical outcomes in figures 6 and 7, respectively.
In particular, we there report representative final confi-
gurations obtained in the case of decrease/increase of one
of the referred free model parameters.

Too low adhesive/repulsive coefficients (e.g. a reduction of
one degree of magnitude in both vrep, vadh and Vadh) result in a
stretching of the fragments (or portions of fragments) consti-
tuted by PM and dPM agents, being in fact more free to move
according to the detected pattern of FGF10 (dPMs only) and
SDF1a (both PMs and aPMs). The fragments indeed excessively
elongate along the stripe of SDF1a. Moreover, when the mature
rosette comprising the dE agent is present (see figures 8a, 8c, 9a
and 9b), too low interaction coefficients are not able to rebuild a
unique placode and the mature rosette indeed remains almost
still. In turn, the resulting fragmentationprevents the emergence
of a directional locomotion. In the opposite case, too high
adhesive/repulsive coefficients (e.g. a doubling of both vrep,
vadh andVadh) significativelyaffect only thenumerical outcomes
reported in figure 7e,f , see figure 9b. It in fact allows the caudal
and central fragments to come close by adhesion and thus con-
stitute a compact aggregate with dPM individuals (expressing
Cxcr4) at its caudal edge and pE agents (having Cxcr7) at its
rostral edge. The resulting aggregate is thus able to undergo
locomotion over the stripe of SDF1a and to move towards the
embryo’s tail. In all the other cases, too high adhesive/repulsive
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coefficients slightly affect cell dynamics by leading to a rounder
configuration of the fragments.

Too low cell chemical sensitivity to FGF10 (e.g. a
reduction of one degree of magnitude in xfgf) does not signif-
icatively vary the evolution of the considered systems, cf.
figure 6 with figure 8, and figure 7 with figure 9. Too high
cell chemical sensitivity to FGF10 (e.g. an increase of one
degree of magnitude in xfgf) obviously does not change the
dynamics in figures 6e,f and 7e,f (as they include either PM
individuals or fgfr1-expressing cells only, cf. with figures 8b
and 9b, respectively), but avoid the reconstruction of the pri-
mordium in all other cases. When the primordium is divided
in two fragments, see figure 8a,c, the trailing fragment further
separates in two portions: dPM individuals at its caudal edge
indeed rapidly move towards PMs (being subjected to an
increased chemoattractant cue) and detach from most rostral
pEs which stay still. The resulting caudal fragment (comprising
PMs, dPMs and few pEs) moves towards the embryo’s tail
owing to the polarized expression of SDF1a receptors, and
owing to dPM agents that both chemotactically move towards
and push forward PMs, in addition to drag the few pEs by
adhesion. In the case of a primordium ablated in three frag-
ments, see figure 9a,c, too high cell sensitivity to FGF10 drives
dPM individuals in the caudal fragment to move towards and
rapidly push forward PM individuals. As soon as the caudal
fragment moves away, fgfr1-expressing cells in the central
(and rostral) fragment slow down and arrest, being both
too far from FGF10 secreting cells, and being comprised in
fragments that mainly express only one SDF1a receptor.

Too low cell chemical sensitivity to SDF1a (e.g. a reduction
of one degree of magnitude in xsdf) significatively disrupts the
evolution of all the considered numerical simulations. When
the primordium is divided in two fragments, see figure 8a,c,
the trailing portion moves forward and reaches the leading
fragment owing to FGF10-dependent velocity components
(driving dPM and pE cells expressing fgfr1) and to cell-cell
adhesions. The primordium is thus rebuilt, but it presents a
more compact morphology and is not able to undergo
normal locomotion in the presence of too low SDF1a-related
velocity components. For the same reason the leading fragment
in figure 8b does not elongate as in figure 6e,f . Analogously,
when the primordium is divided into three fragments, a
reduction in the value of xsdf allows the fragments to rejoin
in any case, see figure 9. This suggests that the aggregation of
primordium fragments is mainly regulated by adhesive inter-
actions and FGF10-signalling, which here overcome SDF1a-
related velocity components. This is further confirmed by the
fact that the resulting aggregate presents a more compact and
rounded morphology, and that it is not able to migrate along
the stripe of SDF1a even if the polarized expression of receptors
Cxcr4/Cxcr7 occurs (figure 9a,b). On the other hand, too high
cell chemical sensitivity to SDF1a (e.g. an increase of one
degree of magnitude in xsdf) results in an extremely stretched
configuration of the fragments (or portions of fragments)
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mainly constituted by Cxcr4-expressing cells, i.e. PMs and
dPMs, see both figures 8 and 9. Moreover, in figures 8a, 8c
and 9(a), too high SDF1a-related contributions drives most
rostral dPM individuals to rapidly move forward as soon as
pEs in the mature rosette are close enough. This therefore
causes (or maintains) a minimal distance between Cxcr7
expressing cells and agents having Cxcr4, that prevents the
normal primordium locomotion observed in figures 6a–d,
6g,h and 9a–d, respectively.

Too low SDF1a internalization rates (e.g. a reduction of
asdf
4 to 0.01, which gives asdf

7 ¼ 0:1) result in (i) a reduced
elongation of the fragments (or portion of fragments) consti-
tuted by PM and dPM individuals, i.e. of the regions where
cells express the migratory receptor Cxcr4, (ii) an abnormal
disruption of the mature rosette (comprising pEs), and
(iii) anomalies in fragment locomotion, see figures 8 and 9. In
the case of negligible affinity of both SDF1a receptors for
their ligand, the self-generated local gradient of SDF1a under-
lying the placode is in fact too weak with respect to adhesive/
repulsive interactions and FGF10-related velocity components.
Conversely, too high SDF1a internalization rates (e.g. an
increase of asdf

4 to 0.09, which gives asdf
7 ¼ 0:9) do not strongly

change the evolution of the numerical simulations in figures 6
and 7. We can only note that the regions constituted by Cxcr4-
expressing cells result more stretched as in the case of too high
cell sensitivity to SDF1a.
5. Conclusion
The embryonic formation of the zebrafish PLL is a phenomenon
of particular interest in developmental biology. It in fact allows
us to shed lights on several mechanisms and processes
underlying chemically induced collective movement and
organization. PLL morphogenesis involves the migration of a
primordium formed by epithelial cells with mesenchymal
characteristics, which undergo cyclical phenotypic differen-
tiations resulting in the assembly and deposition of rosette-like
structures (i.e. progenitor of neuromast sensory organs).

In the present work, this phenomenon has been
approached from a modelling perspective by proposing a
discrete model with hybrid characteristics. Cells were
represented by interacting particles moving according to
first-order integro-differential equations; diffusive molecular
substances by continuous concentrations evolving following
RD equations; and chemical receptors by Boolean variables.
In particular, in order to take into account the extension
of a cell body, the individuals were also characterized by a
range of influence and perception. Non-local interaction
terms then reproduce cell-cell direct interactions (adhesion/
repulsion), while integral velocity components implement
FGF10- and SDF1a-related dynamics. Specifically, proper
weight functions were included in the integrals in order to
take into account that a local fraction of the chemical
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substances can be temporarily unavailable for a given cell as
it may be actually sequestered by surrounding individuals.
Finally, the proposed approach is also equipped by proper
rules for cell duplication and phenotypic transitions.

With respect to the models already present in literature
(and summarized in §2b), an innovative aspect of the proposed
approach is to include both (i) SDF1a and FGF10 signalling
driving primordium locomotion; (ii) SDF1a-receptors Cxcr4
and Cxcr7; (iii) the formation, maturation and deposition of
proto-neuromasts; and (iv) cell proliferation. As already com-
mented in §2a, for the sake of simplicity, Fgf/Wnt signalling,
as well as Delta-Notch pathways, involved in rosette for-
mation, were not included in this work. In fact, we have here
opted for a simplified characterization of both cell phenotypes
and relative pseudo-mesenchymal-to-epithelial transitions reg-
ulating rosette formation which allow us to neglect complex
processes occurring at subcellular scales. It in fact allows us
to focus on the dynamic expression of different receptors
within the primordium and the consequent onset of its direc-
tional locomotion. In more detail, the underlying hypothesis
of the proposed approach is that the progressive organization
of PMs into rosette-like clusters regulates both the polarization
of receptors Cxcr4/Cxcr7 along the primordium, and the sub-
division of the placode in a leading portion of PM cell
secreting FGF10 and a trailing portion mainly comprising
cells expressing the receptor fgfr1. Another relevant aspect of
the proposed approach with respect to previous mathematical
works is that, according to experimental observations in,
among others, [5,8,10], it takes into account that the expression
of SDF1a-receptor Cxcr4 is not limited to the leading PM cells
secreting FGF10 only.

The numerical outcomes reported in the present work
have shown that the proposed model is able to reproduce
empirical evidences regarding both the physiological devel-
opment of the proto-organ and selected experimental
manipulation involving laser ablation. Moreover, system
behaviours observed upon variations in the free model par-
ameters highlight that the proposed implementation of
SDF1a- and FGF10-related velocity contributions are able to
capture that the directional locomotion of the primordium
is actually triggered by the polarized expression and activity
of the receptors Cxcr4/Cxcr7, and sustained by FGF-related
contributions and adhesive interactions.

It has been further observed in silico that FGF-signalling
and cell-cell direct interactions, as well as altered levels of
activity of SDF1a-related receptors, differently affect the initial
typical elongation of the primordium. On the one hand, too
low interactions and FGF-signalling leads to an extremely
stretched placode, while too low activity of SDF1a related
receptors results in an extremely compacted primordium. It
would be highly interesting and useful to compare these
numerical outcomes with experimental results. It would in
fact either validate the proposed model and the underlying
assumptions, or (hopefully) suggest which refinements are
necessary to improve its realism and predictive potential.

Of course, there are still several aspects that require further
investigation to completely understand and control the pro-
cesses underlying the development of zebrafish PLL. One of
these aspects is the mechanisms regulating the selection
of PM cells that will undergo activation thereby triggering
rosette formation. In this respect, it has been observed that
FGF-signalling pathways affect not only the dynamics of
fgfr1-expressing cells, but theyare also included in both cell phe-
notypic activation (as inhibition of FGFs also results in the
disaggregation of immature rosettes, i.e. with dPMs) and, poss-
ibly, in cell duplication. It would be therefore coherent
to include also Wnt/Fgf signalling pathways and Delta-
Notch pathways involved in cell phenotypic differentiations.
Moreover, deepening experimental investigations of the mech-
anisms establishing the exact timing and pattern of cell
activation and rosette deposition would be relevant as well.
In this context, another aspect that may be interesting to
study is whether the overall growth of the embryo (whose
length goes from 1.4mm at t0 to about 3mm at tF, according
to ZFIN, see https://zfin.org/zf_info/zfbook/stages/), as
well as the development of other organs, affect or even regulate
the normal evolution of the PLL. An extension of themodel into
a 3D domain would be therefore recommended.

In this respect, it is worth noting that the extension of the
model to a 3D domain is not trivial (but not impossible).
Given a spatial domain V , R3 and the stripe H , V,
where the stromal-derived factor is produced, it requires a
careful reassessment of several aspects, e.g. the cell range of
influence and perception, the non-local cell-cell and cell-
chemicals interaction terms. From a biological point of
view, in a 3D context, we could further enrich the model by
including the fact that, during migration, leading cells are
relatively flat with respect to trailing cells. The latter, in fact,
become taller because they constrict at their apical ends
to acquire apical-basal polarity and reorganize into
epithelial rosettes (a process that from a 2D point of view is
obviously neglected).
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